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أَرِْ"7َAَ 0ُ8ْ@َ- َ?ً<ا $َ;ْ:9َْ َو$6ْ7َ8َْ َوإ12ِ- َ/0ُ َ/َ.-ِ,*ُ#َن
Send him with us tomorrow that he may eat well and play. And indeed, we will be 

his guardians
12:12

 Allah informed His Messenger !"# ا) '"&% و *"+ exactly what happened to Yusuf %&"' 
 .ا/.-م
The brothers were all against Yusuf, because they were jealous of the love their father 
bore for their brother. They were very organized in their plan. This is the way of the 
shaitan; he plans methodically to make human beings sin. 
Jealousy is a sickness of the heart, and will be accounted for. If you don't clean your 
heart, it will show on your actions, because the heart is an exit to the limbs. One of the 
reasons for having a bad end is a sickness of the heart. You must be more afraid of your 
heart than your outward appearance.
The brothers of Yusuf committed a chain of sins because of the sickness of jealousy in 
their hearts.

أَرِْ"7َAَ 0ُ8ْ@َ- َ?ً<ا $َ;ْ:9َْ َو67َ8َْ$
Send him with us tomorrow, so that he may eat and play 

Young children like to play, so the brothers targeted this inclination. They knew Ya'qoob 
loved Yusuf dearly, and always wanted him to be happy, so they tried to convince their 
father with this suggestion. 
 send : أر1ْ#ِ
Verb : 1َ#َْأر : to send
 Yusuf : هُ
89:; : with us
8< + =;
tomorrow morning : @ً?ا
They wanted no delay once they had hatched their plan, they wanted to carry it out as 
soon as possible, which is why they suggested the very next morning.



ْ=َAْBَC : he will eat and play
 Verb:  َ=َAَر : eat, drink, enjoy
D:"C : play
Verb : Dَ:ِ/َ : to play
This shows that going for picnics etc. for enjoyment is allowed in Deen. 

َوإ12ِ- َ/0ُ َ/َ.-ِ,*ُ#ن 
And surely we will be his guardians

There are three affirmations or ?&EFA in this sentence.

• surely we : إ>8ّ

• %ُ/ : BIJ B&KL : a pronoun to specify
• The 'ل' in the word 'نFOP8Q/' 
RP8J =KS : نFOP8J : protectors, guardians.
Verb: RَTِJَ : to protect


Tَ-َل إP@ُِ2ُQ.َْR/َ PG2ِ أَن :NOَْHَُ#ا 0ِMِ َوأLََ-ُف أَن $0ُ8َIُْJَ ا/6ُْFGH َوأCَ DُْE2َ@0ُْ َ?-ِ,8ُ#َن
[Jacob] said, "Indeed, it saddens me that you should take him, and I fear that a 

wolf would eat him while you are of him unaware."
12:13

The response of Ya'qub; as soon as he heard their suggestion, he was not happy with it. 
He constantly stayed with Yusuf, and didn't want to be separated from him even for a 
short time. 
This separation was a nurturing for Ya'qub and Yusuf. The love they bore for each other 
was too intense, and it was necessary that they be nurtured.

0M ا#ُNOَْHَ: أَن P@ُِ2ُQ.َْR/َ PG2ِل إ-T
Indeed it saddens me that you go with him

The first feeling in the heart of Ya'qub was sadness at the plan of the brothers.
There are two affirmations or ?&EFA : 
• Uّ<إ : indeed I 
• The 'ل' in the word 'U9<VQ&/'. 
Verb : ََنVJَ : to grieve




Messengers and prophets are not ordinary people, they are chosen slaves of Allah. 
Their heart must belong purely and only to Allah.
Ibrahim ا/.-م %&"' had intense love for his son Ismaeel; he was ordered to leave him in 
the desert without any means of sustenance, and then later to sacrifice him.
Very few of the close relatives of the Prophet Mohammad !"# ا) '"&% و *"+ who could 
support him survived. His father, mother, grandfather, uncle, his beloved wife Khadija, 
all his sons, all of them passed away.

 6ُْFGH/0ُ8َ اIُْJَ$ ُف أَن-Lَََوأ
And I fear that a wolf will eat him 

His second feeling for the plan was one of fear. 
Ya'qub inadvertently helped the brothers in their plot, by giving them the idea of the wolf.

َوأCَ DُْE2َ@0ُْ َ?-ِ,8ُ#ن
And you would be unaware

F"P8@ : unawareن
Verb : 1ََT@َ : to be unaware

Ya'qub was thinking good of his sons, that they would not let harm come to Yusuf 
intentionally. 
.VJ (grief) make you give up control of your emotions to the shaitanن FX (fear) andف

Tَ-ُ/#ا َ/ِ]Zْ أ0ُ8َIََ ا/6ُْFGH َوXٌَNYْCُ Zُ.َْ2 إ12ِ- إِذًا /Uَ1-ِ";ُوَن
They said, " If a wolf should eat him while we are a [strong] clan, indeed, we would then 

be losers."
12:14

The sons of Ya'qub ا/.-م %&"' didn't care about his sadness, but they addressed his fear. 
They replayed the scenario of the wolf eating Yusuf, assuring their father that they were 
a strong group, and that if the wolf harmed Yusuf, in spite of their numbers and strength, 
the brothers themselves would be the losers. 
There are two affirmations or ?&EFA in this verse:

•  verily we : إ>8ّ
• The 'ل' in 'ونB#8Y/'
Verb : Bَ.ِXَ : to lose



 
 


